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WHAT 
Feasibility analysis method for river projects 

and for managing rivers and floodplains 
 

WHY 
A critical phase of analysis for 

meandering rivers 
 

BENEFIT 
Site and reach risk assessment 

 



River dynamics & channel movement 

Meandering:  Progressive channel movement by 
bank erosion and sediment deposition 

 

Avulsion:   
Abrupt channel movement; rapid change of 
channel location 
 
Both of these processes involve channel incision 
and channel aggradation 
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Concerns for reaches and projects 
on meandering rivers 

Does channel Meander?  Significantly? 
 

Is channel stable?  Dynamic equilibrium? 
 

Do disturbances (floods, etc.) alter channel? 
 

If migrating, which way and how fast? 
 

What are consequences for reach or project? 
 

Can a sustainable project be built there? 
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Two Illustrations 
1. East Fork Lewis R. Site: 
 Floodplain restoration project near channel 
 Limited channel meandering 
 No feasibility analysis made 
 Avulsion occurred (not expected) 
 

2. Willamette River at Snag Boat Bend site: 
 Severe channel meandering (documented) 
 Erosion control wanted along reach 
 Avulsion threatened but averted 
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East Fork Lewis River, Vancouver WA 
Floodplain gravel pond restoration attempt  (1995+) 
as part of floodplain resource management 

 
Need to check on 
concerns 
 

Does channel migrate? 
 

Is channel stable? 
 

If migrating, which way 
and how fast? 
 

What consequences? 
 

Project sustainability? 
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1990 photo 



Here is what happened 
(pre-avulsion): 

1. No channel analysis made 
2. Avulsion not expected  
3. Possible avulsion is 
 evident by 1995-96 
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Sept. 1996 

1990 



Here is what happened (the full story): 

4. Avulsion occurred in late 1996 
5. Analysis would have shown risk  
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And migration is not yet over! 
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Where does feasibility analysis 
fit into project planning? 

 Site and problem identification 
 Goals and objectives; ideas for action; project incentives 
 Preliminary consideration and evaluation of alternatives 
 Detailed project planning; scope and methods 
 Data collection 
 Preliminary feasibility analysis 
 Expanded planning and data collection  
 Refined analyses 
 Selection of final plan for design 
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Key elements of feasibility analysis 
for channel migration risk 

 Make site visit: form impression and take photos 
 

 Make systematic analysis: determine history of 
channel changes using available resources (maps, 
aerial photographs, streamflow records) 
 

 Make assessment based on river dynamics: 
 (1) Stability aspects and migration risk 
 (2) Project spatial needs 
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Channel migration analysis using 
maps and aerial photographs - 1/2 

1. Verify site on reference map 
2. Assemble all available maps & aerial photographs 
3. Select base map for making comparisons – known 

date and scale 
4. Mark project site on base map 
5. Find “match points” on maps and photos - (e.g., 

roads, buildings) 
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Channel migration analysis – 2/2 

6. Find “hard points” of channel stability - (e.g., 
revetments) 

7. “Scale” other maps or photos to base map 
8. Make individual overlays of each map or photo 
9. Make composite overlay showing channel 

locations and dates 
10. Draw meander limits  - (meander belt) 
11. Now ready for feasibility assessment 
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Preliminary feasibility assessment 

From the assembled information, assess: 
1. Channel stability over time (is it stable?) 
2. Channel migration tendencies (does it migrate?) 
3. Trends in channel migration (how does it change?) 
4. Approximate rates of change of site conditions over time 

(how fast are the changes?) 
= =  =  =  =  = 

Determine likelihood of large-scale or rapid channel changes 
Determine required project space to avoid outflanking by river 
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Snag Boat Bend, Willamette River 
RM 143-144 

OSU class erosion analysis using method: 2001-2002 
     Finding:  erosion of 50 feet/year at shifting point 
 of maximum erosion over 20-year period 
     Finding:  avulsion likely within 1-3 years 
 

Surprise project by new landowner -- winter 2003-04 
  Do-it-yourself rail & rock-toe bank protection 
 

Landowner’s corrective project -- summer 2006 -- 
 stone barbs  
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Site conditions in February 2002 

View looking downstream at lower half of bend 
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Reference points A, B, C -- see next slide 

Point C 

Point A 

Point B 



Part of Google Earth photo set; 
USACE  aerials used for actual analysis 

Partial time series of 
channel changes at critical 

erosion zone 
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Applying analysis steps to Snag Boat Bend 
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1969 Base map 

Snag Boat 
Bend site 

 

Overlays showing  bank 
position, 1961-1999 
 

Avulsion 
risk to here? 



Note: figure is rotated so 
north is up, to match prior 

figures but is much 
enlarged (by 500’ grid) 

Maximum bank erosion for interval, 
based on aerial photograph overlays: 
 

1961-72:  200’ = 20’/year 
1972-76:  250’ = 60’/year 
1976-81:  125’ = 30’/year 
1981-86:  175’ = 35’/year 
1986-99:  650’ = 50’/year 
1999-2000: 50’ = 50’/year 
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New Landowner: 
     Simple permit --- build in dry behind river bank 
     Save $$$ --- use old rails with rock toe 
But river eroded too fast; reached and bypassed rails 

Feb. 2004 – showing original rail-rock work and quick riprap 
adjustments behind structure  (Barb replacement in 2006) 
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Three take-away lessons 
about sites along meandering rivers 

1. Look beyond the site boundaries 
 

2. Look back in time -- analyze the past 
 

3. Think forward in time -- anticipate 
possible future conditions  
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